
Treasures in the Fall Fog

Swan Lake Nature Narratives
With Lenny

Hi Everyone,
The rains have not continued this

week so things have remained to dry
for the salmon to head up their
streams. Instead the sun has

returned, although with fall coolness
there is often moisture laden fog in

the mornings.

Usually the fog burns
off in a few hours and

we have another
glorious fall day.
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Treasures in the Fall Fog
Some people have been
asking about my walk to

Swan Lake. I am fortunate
to live near by so can I

take  the Galloping Goose
Regional Trail to get there.

It is a trail
system built on
the old railway
lines so it is a
very smooth

and easy walk.

One enjoyable feature of my walk is the
Swan Lake Trestle.  It is a picturesque
way to pass over a deep valley criss

crossed by Blenkinsop Creek
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Yes the arachnids are back! I used to love taking my classes
on early morning walks to find the spider webs covered in

dew. The students were taught to never go “yuch" or “ewww,”
just, “my isn’t that interesting.” It was a good way to

get over a fear of spiders and enjoy another wonder of
nature.

Treasures in the Fall Fog
Just past the trestle is

a crosswalk across
Saanich Rd and then

you are at Swan Lake!

The moisture from the morning fog
makes for perfect viewing

conditions of one of my favourite
critters.
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And they are everywhere at this
time of year.

Treasures in the Fall Fog
The Orb Weavers are

common web spinners
whose females grow

quite large in the fall as
they prepare to  breed.

Their webs are amazing pieces
of art work and engineering.
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Treasures in the Fall Fog
They start building their web  when the spider

floats a line on the wind to another surface. Once
the first line is set the spider drops another line

from the centre producing a Y shape. 

After the
framework of

spokes is
complete a sticky

spiral is woven
into place and the

spider often sits
right in the middle

waiting for an
unsuspecting
insect to be

become trapped.
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Treasures in the Fall Fog

Different type of spiders use
different techniques and

different webs to get their food.
Look at how this spider creates

funnel  with its web to catch
their prey.

There is always something
to capture your interest at

Swan Lake.
Take care, Lenny

Swan Lake Naturalist Coral sent me a video
of an extremely creative spider that used a

small stone in a very innovative way to
anchor their web. You have to find this
interesting even if you hate spiders! 

Go to this youtube link to check it out!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=UpwFycHwgM8
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